Evaluator lab grading

Name: ____________________

___ 20 TESTING

___ 10 ADDING PREDEFINED NAMES

___ 25 WITH

___ 15 everything but the tricky case of substitute-for

___ 10 substitute-for correctly dealing with bound variable

___ 15 UNPARSING

___ 10 everything but getting quoting right in constants

___ 5 correct distinction between constants that need quoting and those that don’t

___ 15 LEVELS OF EVALUATION

___ 5 modified repl-state constructor

___ 5 new repl-state selector

___ 5 new repl-state mutator

___ 15 OUTPUT WITH LINES AND ARROWS

___ 10 correct changes to evaluate-additional

___ 5 correct insertion of blank-line

_____ TOTAL